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Abstract
Feedback of strength exertion value may increase the accuracy of the next
strength exertion value. This study examined the effect of exertion value
feedback on the accuracy of knee extension strength exertion values. The subjects were 14 healthy young males (mean age 21.0 ± 6.1 years, mean height
171.9 ± 8.6 cm, mean mass 66.1 ± 3.4 kg). Three demand values (25%, 50%,
and 75%) of maximum voluntary contraction (MVC) were selected. First, after we measured the MVC of knee extension strength in the dominant leg,
subjects performed ten trials for each demand value without exertion value
feedback. Then, they performed ten trials and received exertion value feedback on each trial for each demand value. Differences (errors) between the
demand and exerted values for each trial, a mean error for the first and second
trials (the first mean) and the ninth and tenth trials (the last mean), and a
change ratio (the first mean/the last mean) were calculated. Regression coefficients among errors in each trial and ten trials were significant for all demand
values only in the feedback condition. In addition, the interception was significant for all demand values, but not between conditions with/without feedback. The last mean error was significantly less with than without feedback for
all demand values, and it was less than the first mean error in the 50% MVC.
In addition, the change rate was significantly less with feedback only in the
25% MVC. In conclusion, when exertion value feedback is provided, the accuracy of knee extension strength exertion values is high. In addition, accuracy increases with trials but is marked in the lowest (25%) MVC.
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1. Introduction
In daily life, people exert submaximal strength while coordinating (Kubota &
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Demura, 2012), and the degree of strength exertion is generally determined by a
subjective, experiential “sense”. Existing studies on exertion values’ accuracy
when subjects adjustably exert submaximal strength while matching demand
values have been mainly performed for static strength (Ohashi, 1994; Kitabayashi et al., 2013). In short, the effect of feedback on the accuracy of dynamic
strength exertion has not been comprehensively studied. After examining differences between demand and exertion values in isokinetic knee extension
strength using dominant and non-dominant legs, Demura et al. (2001) reported
no significant difference between demand values of 25%, 50%, and 75% of
maximum strength in both legs. However, with visual feedback on exertion values, the next exertion value’s accuracy increased.
When persons estimate a degree of strength exertion, their motor order registers in the kinesthetic memory, and both feed-forward regulation and feedback
inhibition relate to muscle output response (Brooks, 1986). Presumably, when
subjects receive strength exertion value feedback, they can easily memorize exertion degree, thereby increasing accuracy compared with when no feedback is received. Ohashi (1994) also reported that when subjects received exertion value
feedback, their accuracy of grip strength exertion increased with repeated trials.
Presumably, when there are no effects of fatigue and boredom, feedback on results generally enhances exertion value accuracy with repeated trials. Ohashi’s
results may also apply to the strength exertion of lower limbs. According to Seki
and Ohtsuki’s (1995) report, an error between demand value and strength exertion value based on subjective judgment tends to become higher as the demand
value increases.
However, presumably, when feedback is provided, exertion value accuracy is
high for strength exertion approaching maximum strength because persons use
not only somatosensory information but also feedback information.
This study examined the effect of exertion value feedback on the accuracy of
knee extension strength exertion value.

2. Methods
1) Subjects
The subjects included 14 young male athletes (mean age 21.0 ± 6.1 years,
mean height 171.9 ± 8.6 cm, mean mass 66.1 ± 3.4 kg) with competitive experience of over four years in swimming, soccer, and so on. All subjects were
judged as having a stronger right leg by Sato and Demura’s (2011) dominant leg
survey. We explained the purpose, methods, and risks of the experiment to the
subjects and obtained their consent. The Ethics Committee on Human Experimentation of Faculty of Human Science, Kanazawa University approved the
protocol for this study (Approval number: 2012-02).
2) Experimental Equipment and Methods
Knee extension strength was measured using a Cybex-325 (Simizu Medical,
Japan). This device suspends an attachment to each joint’s range of motion,
DOI: 10.4236/ape.2017.74041
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measuring the subject’s isokinetic strength.
Data measured by the Cybex-325 was relayed to a personal computer through
a cable and analyzed with exclusive software (Simizu Medical, HUMAC 2009).
The measurements were performed on the subjects’ dominant legs, using a velocity of 60 deg/sec. We measured knee extension strength twice and used a
greater value as a parameter. In consideration of an order effect, after randomly
dividing subjects into six groups, each group from the first to the sixth was
measured according to six patterns: 1) 25% → 50% → 75% MVC; 2) 25% → 75% →
50% MVC; 3) 50% → 25% → 75% MVC; 4) 50% → 75% → 25% MVC; 5) 75% →
25% → 50% MVC; and 6) 75% → 50% → 25% MVC.
Subjects performed ten trials for each demand value. For example, for the first
group (pattern (1)), after performing ten trials with 25% MVC, they did the
same with 50% MVC, and then with 75% MVC. In addition, we calculated a relative value [(exertion value-demand value)/maximal value] and provided subjects the value after each trial to create a feedback condition.
3) Parameters
Presumably, when subjects repeat ten trials for each demand value, errors between demand and exertion values decrease as the trials progress, but they are
even fewer with feedback.
We calculated the following: differences (errors) between the demand and exerted values for each trial, a mean error of the first and second trials (the first
mean) and the ninth and tenth trials (the last mean), and a change ratio (the first
mean/the last mean). In this study, the first and last mean errors and the change
rate were used as parameters.
4) Data Analysis
A linear regression equation was calculated to examine the relationship between trials and each trial error; then, the significance of the coefficient was
tested. A three-way repeated measures ANOVA (feedback on or off × the first
and last two trials × demand values [25%, 50%, and 75% MVC]) was used to
examine differences between the first and last mean errors. A two-way repeated
measures ANOVA (feedback on or off × the first and last two trials) was used to
examine differences between mean errors to determine change rate. When a significant interaction or main effect was found, a Tukey’s honestly significant difference (HSD) test was used for a multiple comparison, and the level of significance was determined to be 0.05.

3. Results
Figure 1 shows the plots each error (absolute value) with/without feedback for
each demand value along with their regression equations. Regression coefficients
among errors in each trial and ten trials were significant for all demand values
only in the feedback condition. In addition, the interception showed significance
for all demand values but non-significant difference between conditions
with/without feedback.
DOI: 10.4236/ape.2017.74041
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Table 1 displays the basic statistics of mean errors with/without feedback, the
first and last means, and the results of the two-way ANOVA. A significant interaction was found, and a multiple comparison showed that the last mean error
was less with than without feedback for all demand values as well as less than the
first mean error in 50% MVC.
Table 2 displays the basic statistics of change rates with/without feedback,
demand values, and the results of the two-way ANOVA. A significant main effect (with/without feedback) was found only for feedback, and it was less without feedback only in the 25% MVC.
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Figure 1. Plot of each error (absolute value) with/without feedback for
each demand value and their regression equations.
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Table 1. Basic statistics of mean errors with/without feedback, first and last means, and
results of two-way ANOVA.
first trial

25%
MVC

50%
MVC

75%
MVC

last trial

F-value

Post-hoc

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

F1

17.65*

feed-back off
(N·m)

23.8

7.5

25.8

12.1

F2

0.15

feed-back on
(N·m)

15.2

5.6

6.5

3.2

F3

1.95

feed-back off
(N·m)

25.2

13.4

21

14.5

F4

0.85

feed-back on
(N·m)

21.3

14.4

7.4

3.7

F5

0.39

feed-back off
(N·m)

27.5

21.2

28.1

25

F6

7.4*

feed-back on
(N·m)

19.2

13.7

8.6

4.3

F7

6.77*

25%, 50%, 75% MVC
(last trial): on < off
on 50% MVC: first
trial > last trial

*p < 0.05; Unit: N·m; F1: with/without feedback; F2: the first and last two trials; F3: demand values; F4: interaction (with/without feedback × the first and last two trials); F5: interaction (with/without feedback ×
demand values); F6: interaction (the first and last two trials × demand values); F7: interaction (with/without
feedback × the first and last two trials × demand values).

Table 2. Basic statistics of change rate with/without feedback, demand values, and results
of two-way ANOVA.
Feed-back off

Feed-back on

F-value

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

25% MVC change
ratio (%)

115.5

60.3

48.2

29.2

F1

50% MVC change
ratio (%)

93.7

80.6

39.9

19.9

F2

0.66

75% MVC change
ratio (%)

100

46.1

63.9

39.1

F3

0.67

post-hoc

29.59* 25% off > on

*p < 0.05; Unit: %; F1: with/without feedback; F2: demand values; F3: interaction.

4. Discussion
Bilodeau (1966) reported that feedback can be provided to subjects as external
knowledge of results. Thus, in this study, we orally informed the subjects of their
exerted values and examined the feedback’s effect on accuracy of knee extension
isokinetic strength exertion. “Grading ability” subjectively controls physical
output strength and assigns gradations to this strength. In this study, we used
different demand values (25%, 50%, and 75% MVC) and examined whether the
effect of exertion value feedback (ten trials) on dynamic strength exertion value
differs between demand values.
Regression coefficients among errors in each trial and ten trials and interception were significant in all demand values only in the feedback condition. HowDOI: 10.4236/ape.2017.74041
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ever, the interception showed non-significance between conditions with/without
feedback. This result suggests that regardless of difference in demand values, the
first-trial exertion value exhibits no significant difference; however, errors between demand and exertion values decrease with repeated trials when subjects
are provided information on results. In short, the accuracy of exertion value is
enhanced.
In addition, in any demand value, no significant difference was found between
the first mean errors, but the later mean errors were fewer in the feedback on
condition than in the feedback off condition. These results indicate that when
subjects did not receive feedback on results, their exertion value accuracy did not
change even when repeating trials, regardless of difference in demand values. In
contrast, when subjects received feedback, their exertion value accuracy increased with trials. In short, the exertion values gradually approach the demand
value. This result seems to depend on coordinating the next exertion value by
referring to the previous exertion value. In addition, Ohashi (1994) reported that
when subjects received knowledge of results in a static-grip strength-coordination
task, the error between exertion and demand values decreased. As subjects can
memorize the degree of their own strength exertion, it is inferred that they can
revise it easily when provided feedback on results; thus, errors concerning exertion and demand values shrink as the number of trials rises.
On the other hand, when frequently provided feedback information, learners
depend on it and find it difficult to revise active movement by using motion
perception occurring during reaction; as a result, they cannot perform accurate
movement (Schmidt et al., 1989). Although in this study, subjects performed ten
trials of adjustable strength exertion, the effect was found in the last mean error
only when feedback was given. If considerable feedback is provided, generally,
exertion value is similar to requirement value, and the effect reaches its limit.
This study used ten trials, but according to the results, an error may decrease
through repeated trials.
In the present results, for demand values of 25%, 50%, and 75% MVC, the
change rate differed between with/without feedback only with 25% MVC. In
cases of low-demand value compared with those of high-demand value approaching maximum strength, subjects may find it difficult to estimate the
amount of strength exertion. The effect becomes marked, particularly when
feedback is not provided: even if subjects repeat trials, errors between the demand and exertion values may not shrink. Thus, the change rate in 25% MVC
may differ between conditions with/without feedback. On the other hand, according to Oonishi et al. (2008), subjects cannot recognize and control strength
exertion as isometric strength exertion increases.
In the cases of relatively high demand values of 50% and 75% MVC used in
this study, because subjects can skillfully control strength exertion even with exertion value feedback, and because errors between demand and exertion values
do not decrease, their change rate may not have differed between feedback on
DOI: 10.4236/ape.2017.74041
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and off conditions.

5. Conclusion
When feedback is provided, the accuracy of knee extension strength exertion
values is high. In addition, accuracy increases with trials, but it is notable in the
lowest 25% MVC.
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